Research Integrity
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This presentation by Stefanie Van der Burght is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution
4.0 International License, except otherwise noted.

What’s it about

Source: Adapted from a presentation by Daniel Fanelli – by VIB

Bad apples in the science basket
• 09/2011 D. Stapel – social psychology – fraud
with research data in 55 articles & 10 book
chapters
• 11/2011 Medical - non verifiable collection of
research data

• 11/2011 Don Poldermans – doctor of internal
& vascular medicine – made up data in a
number of studies
• 06/2012 Dirk Smeesters – psychology selective datasampling
• 03/2013 neuroscientist - made up data in
research
• 05/2013 Patrick Van Calster – law &
criminology – plagiarism in phd
• 08/2013 rheumatologist – falsification of
research data in the lab
• 09/2013 Mart Bax – political antropologist –
makes up stories in articles & achievements
on CV
(Source: Knack, ‘8 recente gevallen van wetenschappelijk wangedrag’ 7/1/2014)

• FFP

Some numbers

(Fanelli, PloS ONE, 2009, p.1)

“A pooled weighted average of 1.97% (N = 7, 95%CI: 0.86–4.45) of scientists
admitted to have fabricated, falsified or modified data or results at least once
–a serious form of misconduct by any standard […]. In surveys asking about
the behaviour of colleagues, admission rates were 14.12% (N = 12, 95% CI:
9.91–19.72) for falsification […].”
(Translated from EOS, April 2013, p.25)

“From 315 researchers who completed an extensive survey, 4 admit to having
fabricated data one or several times in the last three years (1,3%).”

QRP
(Fanelli, PloS ONE, 2009, p.1)

“[…] and up to 33.7% admitted other questionable research practices. [In
surveys asking about the behaviour of colleagues, admission rates were] up to
72% for other questionable research practices.”
(Translated from EOS, April 2013, p.28) “[…] 69% admit that he/she added at least one
coauthor without that person having a real input in the past three years” (gift
authorship)
(Translated from EOS, April 2013, p.26) “[…] [27% of the respondents admit to have left out
data or observations based on a gut feeling]”
…

(Martison et al., Nature, 2005)

Who are they, what moves them?
Causes
(Kornfeld, Academic Medicine, 2012)

Typology: 6 types
=> result of the interaction of psychological traits
and/or states and the circumstances in which these
individuals found themselves

“the desperate”
whose fear of failure overcame a personal code of
conduct

“the perfectionist”
for whom any failure was a catastrophe

“the ethically challenged “

who succumbed to temptation

“the grandiose”
who believed that his or her superior
judgment did not require verification

Source: J. Moriarty @ Sherlock Holmes

Source: dailyhumorpix.wordpress.com

“the sociopath”
who was totally absent a conscience (and,
fortunately, was rare)

“the non professional support staff”
who were unconstrained by the ethics of science,
unaware of the scientific consequences of their
actions, and/or tempted by financial rewards

Source: cuppacafe.com
Source: neatorama.com

PRESSURE

LOW DETECTION
Myth of self correction

Looking for answers
Code of conduct

• The Singapore Statement on Research Integrity (WCRI)

• The European Code of Conduct for Research Integrity (European
Science Foundation – All European Universities)
• The European Charter for Researchers (European Commission)
• Fostering Research Integrity in Europe (European Science
Foundation)
• Code of Practice for Research: Promoting good practice and
preventing misconduct (UK Research Integrity Office)
• The concordat to support research integrity (Universities UK)
• ….

The Singapore Statement on Research
Integrity

The European Code of Conduct for
Research Integrity

Code of Ethics for Scientific
Research in Belgium
• °2008
• Signed by Ghent University in 2009
• Leading document for daily
research practice
• Basic values for all disciplines

CODE: Rigour & caution

RIGOUR
•

Take into account the latest state of the art in their domain

•

Sufficient control over the implementation of the research by team members

•

Present research results in a truthful and comprehensible way. Avoid arousing
unjustified fears or hopes

•

Participate in peer review

•

…

CAUTION
•

Show respect for the subjects/respondents of experiments, investigations and
surveys

•

Respect local culture and environment in research abroad and take into account
foreign codes and rules

•

Take responsability for any errors or omissions, damage to third parties, and pursue
maximal compensation

…

CODE: Reliability and verifiability

RELIABILITY
• Present expertise, work and results as accurately as possible and avoid creating a misleading
or overrated idea of your work
• Don’t leave out unwanted or non corresponding results in publications
• The general principles in terms of intellectual property must be respected
• Don’t submit the same text simultaneously in several scientific journals for evaluation or
publication
• …
VERIFIABILITY

• Make sure other researchers can verify the accuracy of the process and reproduce it by
describing every step in detail
• The primary data of a research project and the protocols must be kept and made accessible
during a determined and sufficient period of time
• …

CODE: Independence and impartiality

INDEPENDENCE

•

Commissioned scientific research is carried out without interventions from the
sponsor during the execution of the scientific work entrusted to the researcher

•

Relations of/with the researcher are mentioned in the publication

•

Elaborate clear contractual conventions, as regards, among other things, the
freedom of publication and the ownership of the results

•

…

IMPARTIALITY
•

Make a clear distinction between scientific judgements and personal preferences

•

In peer review, only be guided by considerations of a scientific order

•

Any disagreements with the scientific views of other researchers will only be
discussed on the basis of scientific arguments

•

…

Looking for answers
Policy Plan RI@GU

Policy Plan RI@UG
• Positive implementation: enhancing quality
• Wide implementation: fraud + sloppy science
• Focus
• Proactive two-track policy

Source: www.advisortweets.com

• Shaping and encouraging “good practices of science”
• Improving general quality culture

• Zero tolerance policy

•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrated part of daily practice
Inclusive for all levels and across all disciplines
Universal values
Discipline translation own needs and questions
Bottom up – involvement
Structural embedding

The RI
policy!

Fostering Responsible conduct of research FRCR
4x/py – 2/ps
Check DS Newsletter for new dates in Autumn!

FRCR – custom made workshop

Dilemmas in science

DILEMMA
A close friend asks me to comment on his paper.
While reading the paper I detect a great number of
similarities with some recently published papers. The
similarities do not constitute plagiarism in a literal
sense, but are noticeable. When confronting my
friend with my findings he seems unimpressed and
submits his paper to an international journal without
any profound changes. A couple of weeks later I
receive the request from the journal to act as a
referee on this particular paper.
What do I do?

OPTIONS
A. I decline the invitation.
B. I accept the invitation but in my review do not
mention the similarities I noticed before.
C. I accept the invitation and report the
similarities.
D. I ask my friend what he wants me to do.

CODE OF ETHICS
By participating in peer review, the researcher should only be
guided by considerations of a scientific order. The confidentiality
of the information should be guaranteed.
The assessment of manuscripts for scientific journals must be
carried out in an impartial manner and within a reasonable
deadline.

The general principles in terms of intellectual property must be
respected. Researchers may not present fieldwork, data and
results obtained by other researchers as their own; they must
not plagiarise other people’s publications.

RI & publishing

Source: http://www.vanderkaap.org/histoforum/2009/citeren.html

“Plagiarism is any identical or lightly-altered use of one's own or someone else’s work (ideas, texts,
structures, images, plans, etc.) without adequate reference to the source.”
• The literal or near-literal use of someone else’s text(s) (or parts of these) irrespective of the source
(including digital sources, whether or not through the internet) without indicating a citation (for example,
through quotation marks) and / or without adequate reference to the source

• Copying images, diagrams, graphics, figures, sound or image fragments, etc., without adequate
reference to the source
• Paraphrasing someone else’s arguments without adequate reference to the source
• Translating texts without adequate reference to the source

2 special forms
• Commissioning or having papers revised (whether or not for pay), and passing this off as one’s own work
(ghost writing)
•

The re-use of one’s own work and passing it off as a new paper (“zelfplagiaat”)
Source: KUL

https://icto.ugent.be/en/node/57

DILEMMA
A good colleague from my department makes me the
following offer: If I make him co-author on my next
article and he will do the same for me. We are both
coming up for tenure soon, and my colleague has
been particularly overloaded with teaching tasks. To
the outside world, the coauthorships will not seem
illogical, as we are doing research on similar topics.
What do I do?

OPTIONS
A. I let him be a co-author on my article but I do not
want to be co-author of his article.
B. I accept the offer, on the condition that we both
critically read each other’s paper.
C. I ask advice from my superior, who also happens to
be the professor responsible for my colleague.
D. I decline the offer and report the unethical behavior
to the head of our department.

CODE OF ETHICS
People who have collaborated on a research project must be
correctly cited; only those who have actually contributed to the
research may be mentioned as (co-)authors.

Source: www.communityfoundation.org.uk

Source: best-buy-bakeware.wooshop.co.uk

http://www.ugent.be/bw/nl/onderzoek/a1-publicaties/auteurschap.htm

DILEMMA
I have run an unsuccessful experiment.
The results are very different from any of
the
earlier
experiments.
I
am
disappointed because I had carefully
designed all the manipulations and
stimuli, and the previous (same)
experiments that I ran for the same
project had worked out. I am now writing
the paper.
What do I do?
Source: Dilemma game ‘Professionalism and Integrity in Research’ Erasmus Universiteit Rotterdam

OPTIONS
A. I fully report the failed experiment as one of the main
studies in the paper and speculate about the potential
reasons behind the unsuccessful results in the
discussion section.
B. I mention the unsuccessful experiment in one
sentence and ask the interested readers to contact me
for more details.
C. I do not mention the unsuccessful experiment
anywhere.
D. I leave out the unsuccessful experiment from the
paper, but mention it in the cover letter to the editor
and suggest it can be included if so desired.
Source: Dilemma game ‘Professionalism and Integrity in Research’ Erasmus Universiteit Rotterdam

CODE OF ETHICS
The research results must appear in full in publications and
unwanted results must not be selectively omitted. Results which
do not correspond to the stipulated hypotheses must always be
mentioned in the publication of the research results. The level of
uncertainty and the limits of the results must appear clearly in the
publications, presentations and reports.
The information given should be verifiable. The results […], are
described in detail (in a research logbook, a laboratory diary or a
progress report) so that other researchers can verify the accuracy
of the process and reproduce it. […] All the agreements and
decisions must be written down and saved. The primary data of a
research project and the protocols must be kept and made
accessible during a determined and sufficient period of time.

Source: Dilemma game ‘Professionalism and Integrity in Research’ Erasmus Universiteit Rotterdam

Datamanagementplan (DMP):
MAKE ONE (and keep it up-to-date)!
DMPonline.be
8/3/2016 workshop RDM (Apollo)
https://www.ugent.be/intranet/nl/op-hetwerk/onderzoekonderwijs/onderzoek/beleid/datamanagement

Datacite

https://www.datacite.org/

Data storage – data sharing
Safe long term data
storage
• Local storage = RISK
• Central infrastructure!
• Netwerk drive
• Share

• Information Safety
Advisor – Michel Raes

Ghent University recommendations
• At the moment of submitting the proposal, the promotor and the candidate are required
to confirm that all necessary measures have been taken to protect intellectual property
and to archive materials (biological material*, databases, lab note books, ...) according to
good scientific practice.
• biological material (plasmids, bacteria, fungi, yeast, diatoms, cell lines, ...) that has been
generated as part of the PhD study must preferably be deposited in a culture collection,
either as a public deposit in the interest of the broader scientific community or as a safe or
patent deposit.
• It is advised to make reference in your PhD thesis and in your publications to the publicly
deposited biological material by means of the accession number that you receive from the
culture collection upon deposit."
• For your info: you can find non-exhaustive lists of non-profit repositories on the web sites
of the European Culture Collections' Organisation (ECCO, www.eccosite.org)
• and the World Federation for Culture Collections (WFCC; www.wfcc.info). The Ghent
University hosts three repositories, namely the BCCM/DCG Diatoms Collection,
the BCCM/LMBP Plasmid Collection (also accepting cell lines, hybridoma's and other
genetic material in the safe and patent deposit collection) and the BCCM/LMG Bacteria
Collection which are partners of the Belgian Co-ordinated Collections of Micro-organisms
(BCCM; http://bccm.belspo.be).”

! Caution: privacy, data safety, ownership, informed consent, valorisation

Plant genetics

Cell biology

Plant physiology

Trusted repositories
Eg. Data Seal of Approval guidelines
The 16 Data Seal of Approval guidelines are based on
the following five criteria:
• The data can be found on the Internet
• The data are accessible (clear rights and licences)
• The data are in a usable format
• The data are reliable
• The data are identified in a unique and persistent
way so that they can be referred to

DILEMMA

Original image

OK – NOT OK?

Source: VIB, editing scientific images

DILEMMA

Original image

OK

Source: VIB, editing scientific images

manipulations that lead to misrepresentation of the
original data are unacceptable
(Rockefeller University Press; The Journal of Cell Biology)

• No specific feature within an image may be enhanced,
obscured, moved, removed, or introduced.
• Adjustments of brightness, contrast, or color balance are
acceptable if they are applied to the whole image and as
long as they do not obscure, eliminate, or misrepresent any
information present in the original.
• The grouping of images from different parts of the same
gel, or from different gels, fields, or exposures must be
made explicit by the arrangement of the figure (e.g.,
dividing lines) and in the text of the figure legend.
• Nonlinear adjustments must be disclosed in the figure
legend.

DS Course in 2015, again in 2016! See DS Newsletter

DILEMMA
We have agreed on external funding from a company
to do research on the physical and psychological
effects of certain light and sound effects. These
effects are used in the design of some of their
consumer products. The company representative
makes clear he does not want to influence the results
in any way. Before we start the project the only thing
he would like to see is that we rephrase our research
question. The rephrasing places the focus more on
possible positive effects rather than on negative
effects.
What do I do?
Source: Dilemma game ‘Professionalism and Integrity in Research’ Erasmus Universiteit Rotterdam

OPTIONS
• A. I agree with these changes.
• B. I act as if I had not heard him.
• C. I stop the collaboration with the company.
• D. I let the head of my department decide on the
matter.

Source: Dilemma game ‘Professionalism and Integrity in Research’ Erasmus Universiteit Rotterdam

CODE OF ETHICS
Commissioned scientific research is carried out without interventions
from the sponsor during the execution of the scientific work
entrusted to the researcher. The sponsor’s policy (public or private) is
expressed in the choice of research themes. The researcher does fail
his/her independence by accepting contracts or in responding to calls
for proposals within this context, insofar as he/she retains his/her
freedom in the execution of the research, as regards the
organization of the research, the hypotheses, the methods used and
the formulation of conclusions. A scientific conclusion can only be
formulated on the basis of scientific arguments.”
Commissioners and external sponsors, as well as their relations with
the researcher, are mentioned in the publications of the results. The
possible links between sponsors and researchers, such as their expert
or advisory role, will also be mentioned. Any conflicts of interests
must be mentioned in scientific communications and publications.”
If there is a risk that there could be a conflict or a confusion of
interests, the researcher can only accept to carry out the research if
his/her impartiality will not be jeopardised. His/her solution to this
problem will be explicitly mentioned during the presentation of the
research results.

MAKE IT CLEAR!
• Disclosure slide in all presentations
• Disclosure paragraph in all publications
=> On the website soon

https://www.ugent.be/en/research/researchstaff/organisation/researchintegrity/overview.htm

Research page

You need to log in otherwise you can only see the
‘public’ (external) page! + go via staff pages
Right bottum of the page

https://www.ugent.be/en/research/researchstaff/newsletter-bozi.htm

Need info?
Check our website!
Need more info?
Stefanie.VanderBurght@ugent.be –
Stefanie (RIA)
09 264 95 59

(Advice on) filing a complaint?
cwi@ugent.be – Stefanie (RIA)

